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This morning I’m going to spend a little time explaining the background of this project
– why we decided to embark on this in the first place, and what our groundwork was
‐‐ the process of developing FRED Schema
‐‐ and why we thought it was really REALLY necessary to create a new schema when the
metadata community is increasingly trying to streamline and combine
‐‐ I’ll then spend some time getting into the nitty‐gritty of the schema and the specific
problems that we hope to solve with our descriptions
‐‐ and then I’ll spend a minute or two talking about our plans and grand ideas, and leave a
few minutes for questions at the end.
I have a terrible tendency to speed‐present, and I’ve been working on this project for two
years running, so please do interrupt me if I lose you along the way.
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Briefly, in case you don’t know, FRED is the St. Louis Fed’s free, publicly‐available online
database of economic (and economics‐adjacent) data time series from national,
international, public, and private sources.
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Five years ago, FRED had 35,000 data series and an average of about 150,000 visitors a
month. By 2011, some version of FRED had been up and running for twenty years, from the
bulletin board days to the early web to the FRED graphing tool, introduced in 2006 – which
was also the year that we introduced the ability to download data to Excel.
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Today, FRED has almost four hundred thousand series and an average of more than
600,000 visitors a month. Between 2011 and 2016 we also introduced an Excel add‐in, and
Android and iOS apps. That’s a lot of people accessing a lot of data in a lot of different
ways, and for a lot of different purposes – and that’s been reflected in changes to the site
itself.
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• I know this looks ancient, but this is a screenshot of the series page from FRED as of late
2011.
• There’s minimal metadata here – it tells you some details about the parameters of the
graph itself (that it’s a line, it’s size medium, it shows the maximum range for this series,
the number labeling is on the left, and the units are levels)
• On the actual page, below the area where I’ve grabbed this screenshot, there’s some
additional metadata – the series ID, the source (which is also below the title), the title of
the release, the units (which match the axis label), the frequency, whether or not it’s
seasonally adjusted, the range of observations, and the last updated date. There are also
links to the handbook of methods and the guide for understanding the CPI, from the
source. That’s it.
• This page makes a lot of assumptions about the knowledge and ability of its users – this
is a page for users to make use of a convenient tool to view and work with data they’re
already familiar with. It doesn’t teach, and it doesn't really explain itself in any way.
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Who uses FRED today? Those hundreds of thousands of monthly users are a mix: about a
third of the audience is educators and their students, another third is researchers, another
third is business professionals, and the last tenth are a mix of everyone else who needs or
wants to use economic data – journalists, retirees, voters, data geeks – it’s a broad variety.
We can literally have a first time economics student from high school and a Nobel Prize
winning economist on the site at the same time – and one of the things we’ve found in
doing user studies and getting feedback is that many of our users are less sophisticated
data users than we might expect from their credentials – even those with a very deep
knowledge within their focused subject expertise, may not know the idiosyncrasies of data
series that may be relevant but are tangential to their research expertise.
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So in trying to address the needs of that wider – and widening audience, FRED has adapted
to provide more and clearer contextual information
I know that this is probably too small to read, but that’s ok –I really just want to give you an
illustration of the volume of how much more information is available today
You’ve got a bigger graph with more bells and whistles (that’s a date slider at the bottom).
You’ve got metadata at the top, with observations, units, and frequency. You’ve got zoom‐
to‐year buttons and action buttons for editing and sharing. But for me that’s not the biggest
thing – look at all the text!
First you’ve got links back to the source and the specific release. (Those were links to FRED
pages in the earlier iteration)
Then you have ALL THIS TEXT. These are notes that explain briefly what CPI is, how it’s
calculated, and what you can use it for. The same links from the 2011 version are here
again, but there’s now a line that tells you what those links are and where they go. Finally,
you have a suggested citation – because we understand that students and researchers are
coming to FRED to find and use this data, not just view it.
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In addition to sometimes lengthy explanatory notes, FRED series now offer
‐ related content links to other pages within the St. Louis Research domain, like blog
posts, research papers, lessons, and digital copies of the original data releases on
FRASER
‐ links to other formats (seasonally adjusted vs. not seasonally adjusted, millions instead
of billions, etc.)
‐ links to FRED‐formatted release tables, where those have been created
‐ browseable categories and tags
Nearly all of that context‐giving content has to be assigned manually. That’s a huge amount
of work to do right – and the FRED team does it with just a team of five. We have a
fundamental scalability problem, but it’s built on an important commitment to the
education of our users.
So this project starts with “we know we have a problem, we have a general sense of what
the problem is, and we’re pretty sure metadata might solve some of it”
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So despite the size of our lean, mean data team, FRED doesn’t work alone – whenever we
can, we work with data producers to get their data into FRED in a way that’s as easy as
possible for all parties ‐‐ but obviously there are a lot of idiosyncrasies when trying to
translate from one information structure into another. When we held the first Beyond the
Numbers, we realized that we had the opportunity to get a number of stakeholders in a
room and start a conversation about what, if any, could be done to make the task easier
and find common ground between institutions.
During that conference we met with representatives from Federal Reserve Banks, from
NGOs, and from national and international data providers and tried to find common ground
on the metadata issue.
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That meeting started a great discussion, and gave us some general organizing principles to
work from as we tried to figure out our next steps
Number 1: Metadata is a mess, but improving it would be valuable to the community
‐ we have to start somewhere. Unlike in the EU where there’s some ability to do top‐
down imposition of standards, in the US and internationally we have to patch things
together – but it’s worth it for our own uses and for our users’ needs
Number 2: Metadata has to be machine‐readable and linkable
‐ Human‐readable metadata, like a 19th century catalog card, is great, but to make our data
findable in the age of Google requires machine‐readable metadata. Taking advantage of
linked data protocols whenever possible should be our goal. About 60% of FRED’s traffic,
for instance, comes straight from Google directly to the series page – if we have insufficient
context, we run the risk that either they’ll end up on the wrong page because Google
doesn’t understand what’s on the page, or we’ll get bounce because users don’t
understand why Google dropped them on that page.
Number 3: There are standards out there, but they’re in pieces and applied differently
‐ We don’t want to reinvent the wheel (or gross domestic product) – we want to declare
use of standards, not create them. By linking to standards and definitions established by
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consortiums and working groups, as well as by data producers themselves, we can save
ourselves a lot of time and effort and our users a lot of headaches. And that’s not just for
FRED –guidance for where it’s most helpful to link to a standard can be useful for any data
site
Number 4: Context is key, and we can’t keep assuming our users already know what it is
‐ Economic data used to be predominantly by and for economists. Journalists and non‐
economics students and high school teachers didn’t need to know the intricacies of data
updates and revisions – but if everyone and their mother is using data for all kinds of
innovative uses, they need to be able to quickly find the resources to answer questions
about what they’re looking at.
Number 5: Economics isn’t as tied to natural language as it seems; identical terms might be
built on different calculations
‐ Is it GDP or GDP? While theoretically the expenditures and income approaches to the
calculation get you the same number, in practice they don’t. The more we expand our
user base, the more language can fail ordinary non‐economists
Number 6: The goals are discoverability and comprehensibility for our users
‐ The most sophisticated metadata framework in the world is useless to someone who can’t
understand it or use it to navigate. It doesn’t mean it’s useless – schemas like DDI and SDMX
are incredibly powerful for their intended uses – but a Phillips‐head screwdriver makes a bad
hammer.
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So let’s talk a little bit about how the FRED Schema was actually developed
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At the earliest stages, we thought we were going to be creating detailed crosswalks or
starting a data dictionary or information site. We already knew that competition between
standards was a problem, and we wanted to fix ‐‐ not contribute to ‐‐ the confusion. Since
this entire talk is about the metadata schema we created, I’m sure you can tell just how
successful we were in that.
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So! Once we’d left that meeting at Beyond the Numbers with a solid commitment to at
least explore what our options were and what the low‐hanging fruit of the metadata
vineyard might be, we embarked on two information‐gathering projects:
First, we looked hard at what FRED was already capturing in its metadata, and what big
chunks of contextual information were necessary to identify and describe a series. We
wanted to get a sense of what metadata could and should be collected or assigned for time
series metadata
Once we established our baseline, we created a survey and sent it out to the participants of
that first meeting and some other interested organizations in the banking and economics
domain to try to get a sense of what metadata standards or schemas they were using, and
how. We wanted to see how their usual practices could be adapted to address FRED’s core
metadata needs, and where the overlap was between their metadata implementations.
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We surveyed about a half a dozen major economic data providers and found a lot of
conceptual overlap without a lot of practical overlap.
There was minimal overlap between institutions
Different legal or regulatory requirements for metadata
Some variance even within institutions – if you saw Dan Gillman’s talk about the metadata
projects at the BLS you are aware of one example
There’s varying use of standards (ISO 3166‐1 Alpha‐3 vs Alpha‐2 vs legal name)
And a real emphasis on data documentation or transfer over data use or findability
Just a caveat – it’s understandable that these organizations are interested in data transfer
first, and use a metadata framework that makes their job easier. What we determined from
the survey, however, is that we weren’t going to find any ripe low‐hanging fruit or any
branches we could just refashion into a framework for the functions FRED needs to fulfil.
(I promise I’ll stop torturing that metaphor now)
So what are FRED’s metadata needs?
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Currently, FRED series – the series description, not the individual observations and their
metadata ‐‐ are built on essentially five metadata fields: id, unit, title, frequency, and
seasonality, plus a free‐text notes field, category, and tags. There has historically been very
little consistency in the application of those elements.
We decided that if we were going to spend the time and energy doing a metadata overhaul
– and another team I’m on had just recently finished one for FRASER, our digital library –
we knew it needed to have some specific capabilities:
First, it needed to be series‐focused (not release‐ or survey‐focused)
It had to be lightweight but powerful, in tune with linked data principles, and machine‐ and
human‐readable.
It needed to be consistent but also to facilitate automation, and it needed to be something
that could be heavily crosswalked.
FRED is just one player in the data game. We may have a great product, but we’re not in the
business of dictating practice for our partners. We wanted something that would serve our
needs and provide opportunities for data providers whose content we aggregate to help us
choose the right metadata for their data.
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So let’s talk about those other metadata schemas
The two biggest players in the data space, at least in economics, seem to be DDI and SDMX
Those of you who are familiar with DDI, the data documentation initiative, know that it’s an
incredibly powerful and flexible schema for describing statistical and social science data.
When they say data, however, the DDI community generally means microdata or survey
data ‐ that must be transformed or compiled to become time series data.
SDMX is the big dog in economic time series data, which I know because everyone I talked
to who uses it said “Well obviously you should be using SDMX”. SDMX is an international
standard that streamlines the process of exchange of statistical data and its metadata.
SDMX is very powerful, but its primary use case isn’t discoverability by novice or student
users who may not already understand what they’re looking at. Bear in mind that FRED also
already has a strong, highly‐automated process for actual data transfer. My personal
impression is that using SDMX without its data transfer functionality is sort of like using the
jaws of life to remove a splinter: wildly overkill and probably also ineffective.
The other schema often used for data description is Dublin Core, which provides only the
most basic bibliographic description. While it’s flexible, I’ve found that there’s so much
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extension required to use it for a specific purpose that it ends up being far less of a real
“standard” standard than is needed.
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FRED has to do a lot of translation between internal or purpose‐built metadata frameworks
and something more general that can be used for aggregation.
This is actually the series that started FRED schema. This is a BLS state employment series
that in July of last year we were trying to figure out how to pull into FRED in a way that
made sense to our users. Here we’ve got a producer‐provided title that doesn’t stand
alone, an industry and sector that aren’t currently captured by FRED as separate
classifications, and a “Measure Data Type” or unit that we had to actually do the math on
to try to figure out the order of operations: Is it the average change, or the change in
average? Is it seasonally adjusted before or after the averaging?
When you put that into FRED you get …
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A Title of “All Employees: Total Nonfarm in Alabama”
A Unit of “3‐month Average Change, Thousands of Persons”
Seasonality stays the same, observations stay the same, but we’ve declared the frequency
too.
Trying to figure out the title and units on this series is what caused us to start thinking
about the metadata modularly and realizing that we could do a lot more with a holistic
series‐level schema rather than a cobbling‐together of elements from other metadata
schemas.
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When developing our schema, we kept one caveat in mind: we may be the only people
who ever use this framework, so it needs to be built to work with, not compete with, other
schemas.
FRED‐S is designed to bring together information encoded in lots of places and establish
links. It will never replace a powerful comprehensive schema like DDI or SDMX, but our
hope is that it can declare the few key pieces of a time series and allow for better
automation of linkages, with the goal of informing and educating a broad audience. If we
do it right, a FRED‐S implementation could sit on top of one of those other schemas like a
particularly elegant hat.
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FRED‐S attempts to create a kind of catalog record for an individual time series:
‐ where does it come from and what’s it related to?
‐ how is the series measured
‐ what‘s the topic or concept that the series shows; and
‐ when does the data get released or updated?
‐ FRED‐S doesn’t have any functionality for capture or transfer of individual data points.
FRED and other data providers already have established mechanisms for that function.
This schema is exclusively descriptive.
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As I mentioned earlier, FRED’s audience is growing – that means more and more people
using economic data who don’t already have a strong background in economic concepts or
vocabulary. There are a lot of easy pitfalls – I’ve fallen into a lot of them myself – and we
want to help users avoid them.
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Right now, when you search gross domestic product in FRED, you get more than twenty‐
seven THOUSAND results. If you don’t already have a strong understanding of how and
when and why and by whom the data is put out – let’s say you’re a high school student or a
retiree, or, as a COMPLETELY RANDOM example, a librarian with no background in
economics – you may be at a loss to distinguish between these series, and pick whatever is
on the top of the list.
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How can I be sure my search results are what I’m really looking for?
FREDS tries to solve this by breaking description into many pieces that can be reassembled
into a series title, unit, or identifiers. With modularity, we can build a more sophisticated
faceted search
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What are the differences between two (or more) series, and what are the similarities?

By making use of linked data resources, FRED‐S can bring related concepts together. By
declaring authorities and standard terms, we can help users figure out if they’re looking at
data for the USA, the USA, the USA, or the USA – FRED’s big selling point is the ability to
compare and chart multiple series on the same graph, so knowing if you’re looking at data
for the 50 states, 50 states plus outlying territories, 48 contiguous states, or all US citizens
regardless of location is really helpful!
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How do I know I’m making the correct assumptions about this series?
How do I avoid easy or common mistakes?
Where should I look first for help understanding this series?
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Briefly, I’m going to walk through the elements that we’ve identified as central to the
description of a time series in FRED and how they’ve been broken out in the FRED Schema
As I mentioned earlier, there are four core sections or divisions of metadata in FRED‐S:
admin, unit, description, and schedule
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There are seven top‐level child elements in the “admin” bucket – a series identifier, a valid
date for the metadata declaration, the source information (which has additional child
elements for source identifier code, institution name, table and release or database),
related FRED series and external links, a rights declaration, announcements, and notes.
The admin fields attempt to answer “where does this come from and what’s it related to?”
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There are five top‐level child elements in the “unit” bucket – the unit tries to break the
units down into the core pieces, to allow for more sophisticated transformations, to make
standardization easier, and to link to documentation or clarification where needed, as in
index
The unit section tries to define the “what” of the measurement ‐ is the series measuring
people, dollars, items, an arbitrary value?
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There are five top‐level child elements in the “description” bucket, covering the
“aboutness” of the series. Geography, subject, and classification link out to authority
records, while title and keyword follow an internal style guide.
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There are six top‐level child elements in the “schedule” bucket, covering publication and
update of the series and its data.
As elsewhere in the schema, most of these are designed to both have text values and link
back to the documentation or to authority records.
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Briefly, here’s an example of some common ambiguities and how FRED‐S is designed to
address them.
Admin – in the title line there, you see the FRED series ID, but there’s no built‐in metadata
for the series code assigned by the source. Historically, the FRED team has gotten around
that by making use of free‐text note fields, and I’ll talk about this a little more in a minute.
Units: as the source does, FRED lists the units as “Billions of Chained 2009 Dollars,
Seasonally Adjusted Annual Rate” ‐ on the Y‐axis, it’s just “Billions of Chained 2009 dollars”
Frequency: FRED lists the observation frequency, but not the release or revision frequency!
Unless you already know how GDP is produced and released, you might not be aware that
the July, August, and September versions of Quarter 2 2016 are all different – and if you’re
doing research in a field where historical data is relevant, you might draw some very
skewed conclusions.
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Let’s talk briefly about the units.
As I mentioned, FRED lists the units as “Billions of Chained 2009 Dollars, Seasonally
Adjusted Annual Rate” in the top metadata, but on the Y‐axis, it’s just “Billions of Chained
2009 dollars”. If you know the source tables for this data you know that those are both
correct, depending on how you read the table or what you consider a “unit” to be.
Using FRED‐S, we can break that into a core unit of “U.S. Dollars”, then declare an inflation
adjustment with an identified base year and a link to the methodology, declare a
seasonality adjustment with a link to methodology, and declare an annualization with a link
to the methodology. None of that has to be displayed on the graph itself, but we can make
that metadata available to the public, and in the future we can build an interface that can
accommodate that information.
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So here’s where our administrative metadata, description, and related content has been
presented – Source name with a linkout, release name with a linkout, and any other
metadata is handled by notes – the source account code, as I mentioned earlier, is a simple
text note. On the FRED back‐end, all notes are currently actually included in a single text
field with line breaks. With FRED‐S, we can enrich that information.
These related resources are manually encoded now, as well. The admin fields in FRED‐S will
allow us space to clearly and explicitly link to specific resources like these, but also
hopefully automatically generate related links.
As far as description goes, FRED has traditionally not listed a geography for any U.S. data
from a U.S. source – but I can personally attest to the fact that it’s easy to miss the fact that
the BEA doesn’t use the ISO definition of the USA, because the ISO definition includes
outlying territories. Until I was writing the geography documentation for the schema, it
didn’t even occur to me that national data might define the nation differently.
One more thing we think that’s really important to encode that hasn’t been addressed in
FRED in the past is the declaration of rights metadata. There’s often confusion about where
this data comes from and to whom it belongs – as Keith Taylor mentioned during the data
producers panel on Thursday, people occasionally attribute everything in FRED to the St.
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Louis Fed – presentation is conflated with ownership. And remember, the regional Federal
Reserves aren’t government entities; although we provide access to a lot of data that’s public
domain, our actual output isn’t automatically public domain. By requiring a rights statement
for every series – even if it’s “copyright not evaluated” – we aim to help clear up that
particular ambiguity.
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So what’s next?
First is testing – we’ve asked data librarians within the Federal Reserve system to help us
fine‐tune the schema to find where it does and does not meet their patron’s needs. We’re
also reaching out to data producers to see where we can reuse their metadata for FRED‐S
in an automate‐able way
The other three will likely be in process simultaneously:
Application – documenting FRED series using the schema. We hope that this will expose
pain points for data entry tasks and find additional areas for eventual extension of the
schema
Implementation – working with our web developers, and with focus groups of internal
users, we’re going to identify and start to build ways where this metadata can be used and
displayed to enhance the user experience;
And Extension and translation – Building a release‐level FRED‐S guidelines, building
crosswalks to DDI and SDMX, and identifying other areas where additional elements or
documentation might be needed to effectively capture all the relevant information about
these series
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Just to elaborate on this extension and translation part –
We know what while we’re working on trying to solve this problem for FRED, our
counterparts at data producing institutions and other aggregators, commercial or
nonprofit, as well as academic and data librarians, are working on their own initiatives and
adapting preexisting standards for their own work.
Our intention has always been to make this schema flexible and extensible to other use
cases in time series data. We have already “extended” what we consider the core schema
into a few FRED‐specific elements and attributes, like a specific field for documenting how
much of an embargo we have between the release of a series and when it’s posted on
FRED.
At no point do we intend to pick one authoritative source or one set of terms – if it’s
documented (or documentable), we want to use it and make it more usable.
We hope that other folks in the metadata community will find this useful and help us
identify new ways to use and adapt FRED‐S as we move forward.
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